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often come into contact with people and find

The Holy Qur'an declares that a believer
should never prefer a non-Muslim over a Muslim. If
a person did so, then they would put themselves in
danger of rejecting their Iman. The Blessed prophet
once remarked that "Vf/hoever spends forty days with
a people becomes like them." Therefore, we must
realize thatit is better to be with those who believe as
we do.

we like their personatity enough to want to
friends with them. Everyone has their own

and dislikes in a friend and everyone has
r own preferences. This is normal and

should have a friend.

Wali

Everyone asks this important question:,,Can
hqve non-Muslim friends ?"

Not everyone gets an answer they can
Either someone will lecture us and leave

more confused than before, or they may give you
their own personal opinion. Either way, you're left
unsatisfied.

Of course, the way to prevent this sort of
problem from ever happening is to learn how to find

the answers for yourself from the eur,an and
Hadith. That's the goal ofthis textbook in yourhands.

So we will explore this issue using the eur,an
and the Hadith as our primary sources. No confusing
answers and no opinions of people. Just the straight
facts direct from Islam Central.

To begin with, Islam teaches that vou can have
non-Muslim friends. There are only certain conditions
which must be fulfilled. (4:8e-e0) These will be made clear
to you when you consider what a real friend is. To
make friends with someone you are making a
commitment to share some of your t ime and
experiences with another person.

If you do choose to have some non-Muslim
friends, you should also make sure you have some
Muslim friends also. As Allah said, ,'Keep your soul
content with those who call on their Lord morning
and evening, seeking His face, and don't let your eyes
go awayfrom them, seeking the glittery things of this
life, nor obey anyone whose heart We hqve allowed
to forget Our remembrance. One who follows his
own desires has gone beyond all bounds.,' 1rt,zt1

Thus we see it's better to be around those who
are more like us in their spiritual orientation. If you
do happen to have a non-Muslim friend, there are
certain conditions which Islam places upon us. The
first condition is that you do not become dependent
on a non-Muslim. In other words, they should never
hold power or authority over you. {60:t_2,5:5.r)

"Don7 let the believers takefor protectors an
unbeliever over a believer If any do that then there
will be no helpfrom Allah. (You can only do that) tf
it's a matter of safety. You must guard yourselves
from them. Allah cautions you Himself and
(remember that) thefinal end is with Attah." (3,r8\
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